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Abstract
The objective of this study is to find out how macroeconomic factors such as exchange rate changes, BI
rate and inflation rate can affect the financial sector stock price index in IDX from 2011 until 2017.
Generalize Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) is used as the analysis method in this
research to find the fittest model. The results are, only exchange rate change that has significant effect to
financial sector stock price index. Inflation and BI rate have no significant effect to financial sector stock price
index.
Keywords: Financial sector stock price index; inflation rate; BI rate; exchange rate.

Introduction
Nowdays, stock market is one of main choices
to invest for the society besides tangible assets such as
land and property. Stock market itself can’t be freed
from country’s condition, where a country with good
economic condition can increase overall stock price,
vice versa. A country’s stock market condition can be
known from Composite Stock Price Index/ CSPI (Robiyanto, 2018b). Indonesian stock market runs economic function and financial function, where funds
are allocated efficiently and the possibility of return
gained as the choice of investment.
Stock market meets demands and supplies between people who have excess fund with companies
that need fund (Robiyanto, 2018c). Mostly investment
is allocated to financial assets such as stocks, obligations, mutual funds, etc. So that, the need of information from society is also increased. One of the information needed is stock price index, that can be
accessed from newspaper or even electronic media
that is updated everyday as guideline to invest in stock
market. Stock price index is often being used to help
people to get into stock market, such as government,
investors, or academics. This index is found to evaluate the portfolio’s performance by managers or financial advisors (Robiyanto, 2017b).
The stock market in Indonesia is known as
Bursa Efek Indonesia or Indonesia Stock Exchange
(IDX). All companies that listed in IDX is classified
to ten sectors depend on kind of industry being run,
which one of them is financial sector that is discussed
in this study. Financial sector is one of ten sectors in
IDX that divided into some sub sectors such as banking, financial institutions, securities, insurance, etc.

Source: Investing.com (2018)
Figure 1. Monthly closing price of financial sector stock
price index from Indonesia Stock Exchange January
2011–December 2017

Financial sector stock price index represent all
financial sector stock’s movement listed in Indonesia
Stock Exchange. As seen in Figure 1, the financial
sector stock price index has increased from 2011 to
2017. In 2017 financial sector has played the biggest
role in growth to CSPI, with 20.64% growth. Figure 1
shows that financial stock price index has increased
from 2011 to 2017. The higher financial stock index
appreciation, the higher financial sector index return.
The stock return, especially the financial sector stock
return can be influenced by internal factors of the
company (this factor is directly related to the fundamental condition or performance of a company) and
external factors such as macroeconomic factors
(Agustina & Sumartio, 2014).
There are some studies that explains macroeconomic factors’ influence to stock price index
return, such as research by (Krisna & Wirawati,
2013), which found that inflation rate and exchange
rate has significant positive effect to composite index
return, but research by Triyono and Robiyanto (2017)
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found that exchange rate and BI rate have significant
negative effect to composite index return, and inflation rate has insignificant effect to composite index
return. Then research by Kewal (2012) found that only exchange rate that has significant negative effect to
composite index and inflation rate and BI rate have no
effect. Amperaningrum and Agung (2011) found that
only exchange rate has negative effect on stock price
index of banking sub sector, but inflation rate and BI
rate have no effect. Utami and Rahayu (2004) found
that inflation rate, BI rate and exchange rate has negative effect on composite index significantly. Ginting, Topowijono, and Sulasmiyati (2016) found that
inflation rate and BI rate have effect simultantly to
banking’s stock price index, but inflation do not have
any effect partially to index, and exchange rate has
effect partially to the index. Robiyanto (2018b) found
that BI rate and exchange rate has a significant effect
towards Jakarta Islamic Index and Jakarta Composite
Index.
The previous findings show that the results are
not consistent, mostly because these studies are using
multiple regression analysis that is less accurate for
analyzing time series data. So that, this research replicates previous researches using exchange rate, BI rate,
and inflation rate as independent variable and financial sector’s stock price index as dependent variable
using GARCH analysis that is more proper in analyzing time series data that is not constant. Time period
used in this research is from 2011 until 2017, and the
stock price index used is from all financial sector’s
issuers listed in IDX. In this study, BI rate is used for
period before August 2016, while the BI 7-Day Repo
Rate is used for period after August 2016. This action
been take because effective since August 19th, 2016,
Bank Indonesia introducing the BI 7-Day Repo,
replacing the BI Rate (Harmono, 2017).
The objective in this study is to find out the
effectof exchange rate’s change, BI rate and inflation
rate to financial sector stock price index in IDX.
Hopefully, this research is expected to help decision
making based on macroeconomic factors such as inflation rate and exchange rate’s change to stock price
index, especially in financial sector.
Inflation Rate and the Return of Financial Stock
Price Index
Inflation is a process of increasing prices in general and continuously (related) with the market mechanism that can be caused by various factors (Ernayani, Robiyanto, & Sudjinan, 2017). When inflation rate gets higher, the cost of living is also increased. Expected inflation rate change affects credit
and reinvestments’ risk. As a reference, higher infla-
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tion rate will affect to assets’ price. As a result, equity
cost will increase, that will cause some project investments are not profitable and affects economy growth
and then affect stock market as well (Mokhova &
Zinecker, 2014). Astuti, Prihatini, and Susanta (2013);
Mutuku and Ng'eny (2015); Utami and Rahayu
(2004) found that inflation rate has negative relation
to stock price index. Barakat, Elgazzar, and Hanafy
(2016) found that inflation rate has negative effect to
stock price index return. So, the hypothesis is:
H1: Inflation rate has negative effect to the return of
financial sector stock price index return.
BI Rate and the Return of Financial Stock Price
Index
Interest rate is a loan cost or the price that must
be paid for the borrowed fund (Mishkin, 2010). Kurniawati (2015) defines Bank Indonesia’s interest rate
policy as a policy interest rate that reflects the stance
or stance of monetary policy stipulated by Bank Indonesia and announced to the public which spread
through the Bank Indonesia’s website. The Board of
Governors of Bank Indonesia at each monthly Board
of Governors Meeting announced and implemented
monetary operations through the BI Rate.
The change of interest rate can have negative
impact on the stock index return. The higher interest
rate, the higher interest cost which could reduce the
company’s profit. It also makes production cost increased and the products’ price could be more expensive so customers will hold their purchase and save
their money in bank. The sales will be decreased and
it decreases profit so it will have effect on stock price
(Raharjo, 2007). Astuti et al. (2013) found that BI rate
has a negative effect towards Stock Price Index. Barakat et al. (2016); Martinez, Lapena, and Sotos
(2015) also found the same. Robiyanto (2018b); Wiyani (2005) found that BI rate has negative effect towards Jakarta Composite Index return and Jakarta
Islamic Index return. So, the hypothesis is:
H2: BI rate has negative effect to financial sector
stock price index return
Rupiah Exchange Rate and the Return of Financial
Stock Price Index
According to Joesoef (2008), exchange rate is
the amount of one currency that can be exchanged for
a unit of another currency. Government (usually
through central bank) itself has some policies in
exchange rate in order to stabilize its economic condition, such as fixed exchange rate, floating exchange
rate, and managed floating rate. Exchange rate change
will affect companies’ competitiveness, then it will
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impact to its product and its stock price (Arafat,
2016).
If foreign exchange rate increase, the value of
domestic currency will decrease (depreciation), so the
raw material imported and all imported products will
get higher in price, so the production cost will increase and its profit will decrease. But if foreign exchange rate decrease, the value of domestic currency
will increase (appreciation) (Ginting et al., 2016). Exchange rate could be volatile, because of changes in
demand and supply in foreign exchange market. Kewal (2012) found that Rupiah exchange rate and stock
price have an opposite correlation. Astuti et al.
(2013); Mardiyati and Rosalina (2013); Robiyanto
(2018b), who also found that exchange rate’s change
has negative effect towards stock price index return.
So, the hypothesis is:
H3: Rupiah exchange rate change has negatif effect to
the financial sector stock price index return.

Remarks:
Ri = Return of financial sector stock price index in t
period (in percent)
P(t) = Financial sector stock price index in t period
(in Rupiah)
P(t-1) = Financial sector stock price index in t-1 period
(in Rupiah)
And then the independent variable used in this
study is inflation rate and exchange rate’s change
from USD to IDR. The change of exchange rate is
calculated with:

Remarks:
ER = the change of USD to IDR’s exchange rate
(in percent)
ER(t) = USD to IDR’s exchange rate in t period (in
Rupiah)
ER(t-1) = USD to IDR’s exchange rate in t-period (in
Rupiah)
Data Analysis Method

Figure 2. Model framework

Research Method
Research Design
This study is using quantitative method using
time series data because the data is obtained from
2011 until 2017 that observes the relation between
inflation and exchange rate change towards the return
of financial sector stock price index return.
Method of Collecting Data
The data used in this study is secondary data,
where the monthly financial sector stock price index
is obtained from Investing.com, from 2011 until
2017. Then, inflation and exchange rate’s monthly
data is obtained from Central Bank of Indonesia’s
official website from 2011 until 2017. As mentioned
in introduction section, this study also use the 7-days
repo rate and BI rate which obtained from the Bank
Indonesia’s official website.

The data analysis method used in this study is
Generalize Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH), because this method could modelize
residual variance that is not constant (heterocedasticity). This method was introduced by Bollerslev
(1986), and the GARCH model used in this study is
GARCH (1,1) that is commonly used in some researches done by Cahyaningdyah and Faidah (2017);
Robiyanto (2017a, 2018a). Before analyzing the data,
root unit with Augmented Dickey Fuller Test must be
done first. This GARCH model has advantages in solving residual heterocedasticity so it can be used as a
good estimator (Robiyanto, Wahyudi, & Pangestuti,
2017). This method is better in looking for influence
of BI rate, inflation and exchange rate to return of financial sector stock price index. The model of this
research is:
Ri = α + β1(IR) + β2(ER) + β3(BIR) + εt
with
εt = Φtεt-1+ ... + Φtεt-p+ ηt
ηt = σtεt
σ2t = α0 + α1η2t-1 +…+ αpη2t-p+β1σ2t-1+...+ βqσ2

Operational Definition of Variables
In this study, dependent variable used is return of
financial sector stock price index, which is calculated
with:

Remarks:
Ri = Return of financial sector’s stock price index
IR = Inflation rate
ER = Exchange rate’s change
BIR = BI Rate

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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α
= constant
β
= beta (regression coefficient)
εt
= error
εt denote a real valued discrete-time stochastic process
and is independent and identical distributed N (0,1)
and is independent of the past state of ηt-p or in other
words residual is white noise/stationary. Independent
and identical distributed has the meaning that a variable (in this case is an error) is not influenced by the
data of the past (random) and has the same opportunity to emerge. Φ is the information set of all information throught time (Bollerslev, 1986).
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Robustness Test
Robustness check is done by using Generalized
Error in ML-ARCH (Maximum Likelihood Autoregressive Conditional Heterocedasticity) method (Robiyanto & Puryandani, 2015). Based on analysis result in Table 3, it is found that GED score 1.632
which is significant at α = 1 percent. This result shows
that GARCH (1,1) equation is robust. GARCH (1,1)
in the variance equation is significant at α=1 percent,
that support the result, and shows that residual variance provided will follow GARCH pattern.
GARCH (1,1) Analysis Result

Result and Discussion
Descriptive Statistics
In Table 1 there is descriptive statistics result of
financial sector index return that is represented by
return along with this study. The highest return
obtained is on March 2011, and the lowest return is on
August 2013.
Table 1
Descriptive Statistics of Inflation Rate, Financial Sector
Stock Price Index Return, BI Rate and Exchange Rate
Change from January 2011– December 2017
Variable Name
Inflation
Return
BI Rate
Exchange Rate Change
Valid N (listwise)

N
84
84
84
84
84

Min Max Mean Std Dev
0.03 0.09 0.05 0.017
-0.15 0.12 0.01 0.053
0.04 0.08 0.06 0.011
-0.04 0.07 0.01 0.018

Source: Bank Indonesia (2018); Investing.com (2018)

Unit Root Test
The unit root test in this research is using Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) Test. The results are
seen in Table 2. Based on the result it can be concluded that teher is no unit root and they are stationary
so it can be analyzed with GARCH method.
Table 2
Unit Root Test Result
Variable
Return
Inflation
BI Rate
Exhange Rate
Change

t-statistic Probability
-4.5123
0.0004
-2.4096
0.0183
3.3223
0.0014
-4.3270

0.0000

Result
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary

Source: Bank Indonesia (2018); Investing.com (2018)

The analysis result of GARCH (1,1) can be seen
on Table 3. Based on the Table 3, it is shown that only
one variable has a significant effect toward financial
sector stock price index return which is exchange rate
change. The effect of exchange rate change toward
the financial sector stock price index return is negative, so only H3 that stated exchange rate has negative effect on financial stock return, accepted. The
effect is significant at α = 1 percent, and other variables such as inflation has insignificant effect, and BI
rate has insignificant effect to the return. But in
GARCH (1,1) result, the GARCH probability is not
significant at 0.9995 so the pattern doesn’t follow
GARCH (1,1) pattern.
Table 3
GARCH (1,1) Analysis Result
Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
INFLASI
-0.22506 0.50394 -0.44660 0.6552
BI_RATE
0.44862 0.39646 1.13155 0.2578
EXCHANGE_
RATE_CHAN
GE
-0.97728 0.39684 -2.46267 0.0138*
Variance Equation
C
0.00077 0.00070 1.09654 0.2728
RESID(-1)^2
0.29737 0.23147 1.28473 0.1989
GARCH(-1)
0.40547 0.43842 0.92484 0.3550
T-DIST. DOF 8944.711 15830834 0.000565 0.9995
R-squared
0.07472 Mean dependent var 0.01209
Adjusted R0.05188 S.D. dependent var 0.05288
squared
S.E. of
0.05149 Akaike info
regression
Criterion
3.04877
Sum squared
0.21477 Schwarz criterion
resid
2.84611
Log likelihood
135.048 Hannan-Quinn
criter.
2.96734
Durbin-Watson
2.16594
stat
* = significant at 5%
Source: Bank Indonesia (2018); Investing.com (2018).
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And then after doing some trial and error, the
most suitable GARCH model to be used in this
research’s model is GARCH (1,3), where ARCH and
GARCH probability is significant at 5 percent and 1
percent. This model was ever used by Kuper (2002)
to measure oil price based on the conditional standard
deviations, in order to model oil price that is not certain and not constant.
Table 4
GARCH (1,3) Result
Variable
Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
INFLASI
0.108339 0.315914 0.342938
0.7316
BI_RATE
0.276202 0.251484 1.098290
0.2721
EXCHANGE_R
ATE_CHANGE -0.699560 0.188159 -3.717919 0.0002***
Variance Equation
C
0.000284 0.000185 1.535812
0.1246
RESID (-1)^2
0.205329 0.101178 2.029378
0.0424*
GARCH (-1)
1.492405 0.170235 8.766723 0.0000**
GARCH (-2)
-1.410026 0.230874 -6.107331 0.0000**
GARCH (-3)
0.612667 0.160327 3.821370 0.0001**
GED
PARAMETER
1.632154 0.482805 3.380567
0.0007
R-squared
0.035129 Mean dependent var
0.012099
Adjusted Rsquared
0.011305 S.D. dependent var
0.052883
S.E. of
regression
0.052583 Akaike info criterion -3.114854
Sum squared
resid
0.223962 Schwarz criterion
-2.854410
Log likelihood
139.8239 Hannan-Quinn criter. -3.010158
Durbin-Watson
stat
2.074784
* = significant at 5%
** = significant at 1%
Source: Bank Indonesia (2018); Investing.com (2018)

Based on GARCH (1,3) model, inflation has
insignificant effect with coefficient 0.108339 and probability score 0.7316. it is similar with studies done
by Mardiyati and Rosalina (2013) and Utami and
Rahayu (2004) that inflation has insignificant effect
towards the financial sector stock price index return. It
is happened because the market still accept the condition of inflation under 10%, but if the inflation rate
is above 10%, BI rate will also get affected because it
gets higher and investors will choose to invest on financial sector stocks (Kewal, 2012). BI rate has an insignificant effect to the financial stock price index
return with coefficient 0.276202 and probability
0.2721.
This result is similar with a study done by Kewal
(2012); Mardiyati and Rosalina (2013) that BI rate
has an insignificant positive effect towards stock price
index, but different with studies done by Astuti et al.
(2013); Barakat et al. (2016); Martinez et al. (2015);

Robiyanto (2018b). It is because most investors in
Indonesia are doing investment in short term (trading
or speculation) so they would rather doing profit taking action than doing investment on SBI (Kewal,
2012). Exchange rate has a significant negative effect
to the financial sector stock price index with coefficient -0.6995 and probability 0.0002. Exchange rate
change has negative effect towards the financial sector stock price return. The higher US Dollar appreciation, the lower stock return, on the contrary when
the Rupiah appreciated. This result is consistent to
Kewal (2012) that Rupiah exchange rate and stock
price have an opposite correlation, and consistent with
Astuti et al. (2013); Mardiyati and Rosalina (2013);
Robiyanto (2018b), who also found that exchange
rate change has negative effect towards stock price
index.
Conclusion and Recommendation
Conclusion
Based on this research, it can be concluded that:
1. It is proven that inflation rate has no effect to financial sector stock price index return empirically.
2. It is proven that BI Rate has no effect to financial
sector stock price index return empirically.
3. It is proven that exchange rate change from rupiah
to US Dollar has a significant negative effect to
financial sector stock price index return empirically.
4. The most suitable GARCH (p,q) model to be used
in this research is GARCH (1,3 because all of its
ARCH and GARCH probability is significant at
1% and 5% so the pattern follows GARCH (1,3)
pattern. The result is the same with GARCH (1,1)
pattern where only exchange rate change that has
significant negative effect towards financial sector
stock price index.
Recommendation
This study has some limitations, such as the macroeconomic variables used in this study is too common to be used to determine stock price index. So, it
is recommended to use other variables such as market
risk and gross national product (GNP) and using other
sector’s stock price index such as manufacture, mining, etc. And also, investor are recommended not to
invest in financial sector stock when the value of USD
apprecate or Rupiah exchange rate depreciate because
of it has negative effect on financial sector stock price
index return.
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